Migration is key to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. But we also know that migration can negatively impact development. We need to understand the impact of migration on achieving all of the Sustainable Development Goals, and – equally – the impact this achievement will have on future migration patterns.

Join the Overseas Development Institute (ODI) and International Organization for Migration (IOM) at the 2019 GFMD marketplace to exchange knowledge, ideas and solutions:

- Explore how migration features across all 17 SDGs in ODI’s interactive tool
- Discover tools and resources for practitioners looking to integrate migration into development planning in IOM’s practical guide
- Find out more about how migration and development issues affect the 2030 Agenda in ODI’s briefing series
- Learn more about IOM’s ‘Migration and Sustainable Development’ strategy
- Exchange ideas and best practices with our experts on migration and development

Join the conversation on Twitter #Mig4Dev